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   Mr. T. Aravindan, an inspiring leader - started off his business ambitiously by 
working in various elds. Realizing the potential in market and growing demand in 
construction industry for raw materials, he started the Aravind Blue metals & Crushers 
in 1978. With a steady progression, the business branched into Transportation, 
Quarrying, Construction and allied industries. 
  Aravindan realtors became his major focus after a decade into the industry. His 
diligediligent work habits established a widely recognized and a trusted name in 
TamilNadu Real Estate industry. He has spearheaded the development of the 
establishment. With decades of exceptional achievements, he looks over the 
developments and growth of  TG Groups in various business sectors.
  His eldest son, upon graduation joined the establishment and manages the 
Architecture department and his younger son administers the construction division. 
His daughter heads the in house Product design team. Bringing the home grown 
didiverse knowledge into the company, has widened the specialized areas of service.
 

  A young visionary with remarkable business acumen, Ar. Thinaguru
is an entrepreneur par excellence. His passion is mirrored by the multifaceted nature 
of the TG Groups and his determination to take the organization to the next level. 
  Ar. Thinaguru graduated in India and completed his Masters in Construction 
Management in the United Kingdom. He heads the architecture division and is the 
project manager. Growing with TG Groups and confronting endless new challenges, 
he has cahe has carried out various roles, from project coordinator to construction and 
site manager to lead designer. Based on experience and practice, he is now looking 
to extend his business area and indulge in a variety of project typologies.
  Ar.Thinaguru believes that the collective synergy between the team, its leaders 
and the clients is the keystone of any establishment’s exponential growth and 
enduring success. 

  Mr. Ramachandran has notable experience in contracting building construction
and landscape projects. In parallel he has overseen the Real Estate and Land 
Promoting along with Residential, Commercial and Landscape development work of
the company. He has developed good relationships with the city's planning 
authorities and the wider development community through his experience in the 
eld and project direction that has an excellent track record of completions on time
and within specied budgeand within specied budget.

  Mr.Ramachandran has been with the team since its inception and is committed to
the growth and prosperity of the team, its associates and the clients.He is involved in 
materials supply and procurement and has the vast knowledge of the current market
relating the same.He is commited to meet the changing needs of the user market and
implementing technologies that promotes better workow.
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